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DISPATCHES FROM HEADQUARTERS
Special points of interest:
> Fidelity
> Across Canada
> “Light and Christian Masonry”
> Is it time to emerge from the shadows

Greetings Fraters and Sir Knights
As you read this we are now in the year
of Our Lord 2018 and the year of the Order Anno Ordini 900 and I bid you all a Happy New
Year trusting that your Christmas was blessed
and that the celebrations of the New Year were
memorable.
The first edition of the Dispatches in my
term of office had an article on the first of the
five Foundations for Freemasonry and I will now
address the second of those foundations.
Prior to that I here reiterate my motto for
the next two years: “Rebuilding on our Foundations” and again highlight the Five ‘F’s’ for Freemasonry. These are: Faith, Fidelity, Family, Fellowship and Fraternity. The order of these is significant as they are progressive one to the other.
The first of the Foundations being faith has to do
with the realization of each person in his or her
relationship to the Creator without which we
could not truly be sentient beings in the broadest
sense. Sentient meaning capable of feeling has
its broadest understanding in knowing one’s
place in relationship to God and how to respond
to that relationship.
The second Foundation like the first is
connected to the self. This foundation is labelled
‘Fidelity’, but covers much more than simply
honesty or integrity. In the movie ‘Batman: The
Dark Knight Rises’ there is a line which goes, “It
is not who you are that defines you but what you
do that defines you.” This is a most profound
comment as it encapsulates what I mean by the
broad sense of Fidelity. If you were to look up
“Integrity; samples of” on Wikipedia you will find

an example given concerning Theodore Roosevelt when he had a ranch before becoming President. It was reported that one day he and a
ranch hand came across a maverick steer with
no brand on it. After chasing it down and lassoing it they were about to brand it. Roosevelt told
his ranch hand to get out the brand for his neighbour as the land where the steer was caught
was on land possibly belonging to that neighbour rather than his own. The ranch hand stated
that since they had come across the steer and
had chased it and caught it that they should
brand it with the \Roosevelt brand. “Besides,” he
said, “No one but them would know.” Roosevelt
replied, “I would know!” He subsequently branded the steer with his neighbour’s brand and took
the steer to that neighbour. Integrity! Honesty!
And both part of the characteristic I call Fidelity.
Word and action in conformity.
Too many people today do not have a
congruency between what they say and what
they do. Herein lies a slippery slope to destroy
fidelity. Fidelity of character sounds oh so simple
but in reality it is a most difficult attribute to live.
We say we do not steal but we think nothing of
pocketing the company pen or the never opened
toiletries from the hotel. We appease ourselves
saying that we paid for it in the room rate. Did
we? Fidelity involves every aspect of who we are
as persons and as creatures of God’s creating
and providence.
In Masonry we say we take good men
and make them better. However what do we
mean by this? Fidelity is fidelity and how do we
instill fidelity in someone where there is little to
begin with? That is part of the journey we en-

gage on when we enter the doors at initiation.
Complete fidelity has only been known in one
person – ever. That person is our Lord and Saviour, the Redeemer of humanity and whom we
profess as Christians and especially as Knights
Templar. So how do we see fidelity as a foundation and how do we instill it in our members?
Teaching and example!
No one can say he is truly possessed of
the attribute of fidelity. We all have fallen short at
some point either knowingly or unintentionally.
However, life experience is a great teacher and
time does reveal all manner of fault. For centuries possession was considered as ownership.
Conquest took away the rights of others and the
conqueror had little compassion for the conquered. Exceptions such as the Hammurabi
code which issued in a justice we know as an
‘eye for an eye’ were few and far between and
never fully appreciated at their time, and each
issued in a dramatic shift from what had been
the norm previously.
But then came Jesus who brought in an
understanding of what it is that the Divine has
called us to be. In him we were to glimpse a
deeper understanding of what it is to be a Steward of Creation and a Brother’s Keeper. No man
has impacted every society and culture as has
Jesus, and in him we glimpse what true fidelity
entails.
In some Masonic circles there has been
much debate as to the identity of Hiram the widow’s son and the parallel with Jesus of Nazareth. The story in the third degree of the fidelity
residing in Hiram, in not betraying the sacred
trust reposed in him, is part of the teaching we
try to instill in our members concerning integrity
and fidelity. But it needs to go further. We must
see beyond the story and the one incident of
non-betrayal. We need to see the wider scope of
fidelity and then to practice it in every day life; be
it at home, at work, in the Lodge or in the Preceptory. We need to show others by our example that what we profess we also do. And part of
that doing is to gently correct others when we
see fidelity not being practiced.
Going back to the Lodge I also note that
we often are asked to stand on the sign of Fidelity. There is also the sign of reverence and many
ask what the difference is. The sign of reverence
is a sign of submission to the greater and is

simply the hand covering the heart. It is the sign
many use at the pledge of allegiance or when
singing the national anthem. The sign of fidelity
has the thumb extended implying one of the
great lights. The form is a square and I need not
explain the significance of this as each one
knows what we are taught concerning that implement of architecture.
In conclusion, suffice it to say that’ Fidelity’ is a’ Foundation’ which, if properly attended
to, underpins each person’s character and allows him or her to be a solid dependable stalwart of humanity. In Freemasonry, ‘Fidelity’ is
one of the mainstays without which we could not
have fraternity let alone fellowship or family.
Next to Faith, Fidelity defines who we truly are.
As we go through life let us be ever mindful of what we say, what we do and how we present ourselves to one another and to the community at large. May our word be our bond, may
our actions be upright square and to the benefit
of the greater good, and may we be a beacon
that shines out to allow others to see the Great
Captain of our Salvation!
Still on the journey of Fidelity
Yours in the Bonds of the Order

, GCT,
Supreme Grand Master
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You are a volunteer in your Lodge, Chapter, Council or Preceptory until you
are elected by the members as an officer. Now you have become the servant of
the members and must strive to bring honour to your office and to yourself.
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Light and Christian Masonry
Then God said, ‘Let there be light’; and there was light.
I write this message during the twelve days of Christmas from the day of the Lord’s Birth on December 25 through his presentation in the Temple on the first Sunday after Christmas to the Epiphany, January
6th.
Interestingly, unlike the date of Easter, the Gospels do not mention these dates at all. The feast of
Epiphany which means “manifestation” was the first to be established by the Eastern church as January 6th
in the third century to mark the manifestation of Jesus by his birth and baptism. By the fourth century Epiphany became one of the three principal feasts with Easter and Pentecost. The Western church adopted the
date in the fourth century but changed its purpose to celebrate the manifestation to the Gentiles through the
story of the Magi. The date of December 25th for Jesus’ birth was chosen as the date of the nativity by the
church in Rome to override the pagan feast of Sol Invictus, the Unconquerable Sun, which hailed the return
of the sun at the winter solstice.
In reflecting on the readings for these days, I am struck by the frequent references to light in both the
Hebrew scriptures and the Gospels.
On Christmas Eve and Christmas Day we hear in Isaiah how “people who walked in darkness have
seen a great light” and that well-known passage from John’s Gospel “In him was life; and the life was the
light of men.”
On the first Sunday of Christmas the reading is from Luke. When the infant Jesus is presented in the
Temple, Simeon’s recognition of the child leads him to declare that he may now die in peace, he has seen
God’s salvation, “a light for revelation to the Gentiles and for glory to your people Israel."
Epiphany brings us the story of the Wise Men who came from the east by following the light of a star.
The Hebrew reading tells us to “Arise, shine; for your light has come, and the glory of the LLMN has risen upon you. “
Beginning from our initiation into Freemasonry, and continuing into all the concordant bodies of Masonry, our rituals constantly invite us to seek further light. In our consecration ritual the penitent carries the
symbols of life (a lighted candle) and death (a skull). For us as Christian knights, that light is Jesus who is
“the way, the truth and the life.” By following his teachings and example, we may come more and more into
the light of his presence.
May this new year be for you and those you love a year filled with the light of Christ.
R. Em. Kt.

Alan W. Akehurst, Grand Chaplain

Raising the Newfoundland & Labrador Masonic
Flag at City Hall in Cornor Brook, October 20th
acknowledging the 20th Anniversary
Convocation of the Grand Lodge.
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within the Sovereign Great Priory and the meaning of it all.
Rightly so, our Supreme Grand Master exalts a knight’s
journey as one of Faith, Fidelity, Fellowship, Fraternity and
Family – the five pillars of Freemasonry. In effect, there is
no greater spiritual reward than to personally and corporately realize these five pillars, which so aptly relate to the
Christian Masonic Order of the Sovereign Great Priory of
Canada.
Even though the spiritual rewards are great for
those with the patience for reflection, many Masonic Orders have diminished over the past years, not only in Canada but around the world. Neither has the Sovereign
Great Priory of Canada been spared. When I first joined
the Order some twenty years ago, our ranks totaled over
thirteen thousand. Today, we are just over four thousand
in total.
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IS IT TIME FOR SGP TO EMERGE FROM THE
SHADOWS?
First and foremost, on behalf of my family and
myself, I want to wish each and every Sir Knight and their
families and friends a healthy and prosperous New Year!
Secondly, I would like to provide all members of the Sovereign Great Priory of Canada with some important food
for thought and reflection as we move into 2018. As we all
know, far in the past, when the medieval Knights Templar
were received across Europe by the various Temples,
they were offered both food and drink and a quiet place to
reflect. Indeed, sustenance and reflection go hand-inhand. Similarly, I would like to challenge each and every
Sir Knight to reflect on the current challenge that we all
face.
The main purpose of this article is to generate
healthy discussion and debate among Sovereign Great
Priory’s individual members, as it relates to the very tough
question that is presently confronting us: Will Sovereign
Great Priory ever cease to exist due to the lack of influx of
new members? I ask you to keep reading before you
make up your own mind as to the answer.
For centuries, it’s been rumored by Masons and
non-Masons alike that all facets of Freemasonry contain a
bevy of priceless secrets – secrets that await the true initiate during his life-long spiritual journey. But alas, the
learned Mason soon understands that Freemasonry, no
matter what path, contains no secrets and that Freemasonry is only secretive in its activities.
In no manner, however, does this lessen the value
of what is gained through the various Masonic Rituals and
Orders to which we belong. Indeed, the reward is just as
great as if true secrets were revealed. As Knights Templar
and members of other Masonic Fraternities, we all understand that the spiritual journey and the reflection it brings
are all-encompassing and all-rewarding.
During his official visits across Canada, our current Supreme Grand Master – Most Em. Kt. David P. Hardie, GCT – has made and continues to make it his mission
to expound upon an individual knight’s spiritual journey

What are the reasons for such a decline? Well,
beyond the secrecy and lack of public exposure, it appears that most of the eligible younger Royal Arch Masons
are just too busy with their other Masonic and nonMasonic careers, families and friends to find Sovereign
Great Priory appealing, especially when our knightly activities are still unknown to most.
Of course, we have all been attempting to gently
persuade individual Royal Arch Masons to join our ranks
but the numbers of potential candidates still remain relatively low. It is the individual Royal Arch Mason – the one
who sits on the peripheral fence – to whom we must
demonstrate that there lies something special and beyond,
within the Sovereign Great Priory.
So how do we accomplish this rather ominous
task? Is the fraternal journey awaiting the knightly candidate enough or is there an additional, unseen opportunity
for the candidate to belong to an organization, which can
lay claim to a storied past well before the 18th century?
How can we realistically expect Sovereign Great
Priory’s ranks to swell unless we appeal to the curiosity of
those interested in our storied yet untold history? Perhaps
now is the time to take an additional tack in making Chivalric Masonry more appealing to the Royal Arch Mason!
Perhaps now is the time that we should take advantage of
the increasing social media interest in the early medieval
Knights Templar and their connection to the present!
Please rest assured that I am not suggesting that
the Sovereign Great Priory go Hollywood in any manner. I
definitely know that the older purists among us will dismiss
the notion that the Order in some manner embraces all
that is happening through movies such as The Da Vinci
Code, The Kingdom, and National Treasure, as well as
the more recent History Channel programs such as America Unearthed, The Curse of Oak Island and the latest –
Knightfall.
But there is certainly an opportunity to varying
degrees for the Sovereign Great Priory to take advantage
of the afore-mentioned and other media outlets of this nature. I, for one, am constantly bombarded by questions
relating to the historical accuracy and authenticity of such
programs, as they relate to our Order’s known origins and
stated purpose. Discussion of this nature just adds credibility to our Order and the principles that it expounds. Conversely, there are many non-Masonic Templar groups

around the world, which practice nonsensical ritual, readily
laying claim to an unbroken descendency from the medieval Templars when there is none. For far too long now we
have remained silent. We should now, gently, fight against
the claims of other non-Masonic organizations.
With a great certainty, I believe that Sovereign
Great Priory has the strongest argument demonstrating an
unbroken historical chain between the formal chartering of
our Order on October 7th, 1855, and the medieval Templar
Order, which extends continuously back to the original
nine knights, who discovered something of a great historical and spiritual value under the wall of the Temple of Solomon.
The very history of Canada is intertwined with the
history of the Sovereign Great Priory of Canada. Sir John
A. MacDonald, Canada’s first Prime Minister, is recorded
as a Knights Templar, under a charter issued in 1855. Our
own Colonel W. J. B. MacLeod Moore was the first to formalize the Sovereign Great Priory through the Provincial
Grand Conclave on July 7th, 1884, formalizing our rituals
through a consolidation of Irish, Scottish and English ritual
that we practice today. Additionally, he was also the one
who formalized Scottish Rite Masonry and the Conclave in
Canada. As such, I’m sure that many will agree that we
should do everything in our power to exalt this great man
in the public eye.
Our current Grand Historian / Archivist – R. Em.
Kt. Charles E. Rutt, KCT, has indicated that there are formal documents in Nova Scotia that demonstrate British
Field Encampments of Knights Templar existed as early
as the mid-1700’s, in pre-American Revolution, British
North America. Where did the authority for these field encampments come from? Prior to that, the Scots Guard,
which was employed by Charles I, King of England and
Scotland in the 17th century, appears to have absorbed a
Knights Templar Order, which was perpetuated through
the original French/Scottish Blue Lodge.
What this suggests is that there was indeed an
unbroken but tenuous, at this point, semi-military line between the modern-day Masonic Knights Templar and the
historically-documented, medieval Knights Templar.
My good friend, Scott Wolter, who hosted the
highly-successful America Unearthed series has been
working on this for some time and it may be another opportunity for increasing interest in the Sovereign Great
Priory and I suggest that we need to take advantage of
this.
In conclusion, I suggest that we work with the other York Rite Bodies including Lodge and Chapter to expand upon our current minimal exposure through all social
media avenues, including YouTube, Twitter, inter-active
websites, newspaper and magazine, TV and radio appearances, podcasts, etc., in order to appeal to those younger
Generation X and Y and Millennial aspirants whose curiosity towards all things Masonic and Knights Templar has
not yet been fulfilled. Let us appeal to those who may
know that their, father, uncles, great-uncles or grandfathers were Masons and Knights Templar but know nothing
beyond that mere fact. Let us expound upon our historical
ties and background through books, papers and magazines.

Sir Knights, for the good of the Order, let us slowly
unveil the cloak of secrecy that surrounds Sovereign
Great Priory, not for personal glory but for the future existence of the Order. Let us make ourselves more open and
available to those who want to ask questions but don’t
know where to turn. Let us become the authentic centre
for historical and fraternal information relating to the
Knights Templar of Canada. Let us share our historical
context and invaluable historical documents with the public. Let us celebrate our rich historical past.
I ask you: Is it better to belong to a thriving brotherhood and fraternity, which is seen in the public light as a
true fraternity and charitable organization made up of honest and good men; or, is better to belong to a slowly-dying,
secretive organization, with ever-closing ranks?
I am extremely proud of my many Masonic memberships and affiliations but feel a special relationship with
the Sovereign Great Priory of Canada. Thus, I feel the
urge to share my learning and understanding of the
Knights Templar of Canada with the outside world. God
knows, the world could use a little bit of guidance and
wonder at this point in time.
Yours in the Bonds of the Order,
R. Em. Kt. William F. Mann, KCT
Deputy Grand Master,

